MEMBERSHIP OF SCIENCES POSTGRADUATE BOARDS OF EXAMINERS 2013/2014

SCHOOL OF BIOSCIENCES

MSc Biotechnology and Bioengineering
Chairperson: Professor M Smales
Examiners: Dr A Baines  Dr Peter Nicholls
Professor WJ Gullick  Dr G Robinson
Dr D Lloyd  Dr Von der Haar
Professor M Michaelis

MSc Reproductive Medicine
Chairperson: Professor DK Griffin
Examiners: Dr A Baines  Dr Von der Haar
Dr D Lloyd  Dr Pamela White
Professor M Michaelis

MSc Cancer Biology
Chairperson: Dr D Lloyd
Examiners: Dr A Baines  Dr Peter Nicholls
Professor WJ Gullick  Dr G Robinson
Professor M Michaelis  Dr Von der Haar

MSc Science, Communication and Society
Chairperson: Dr D Lloyd
Examiners: Dr A Baines  Dr Von Der Haar
Dr Charlotte Sleigh

MSc Drug Design
Chairperson: Professor D Brown
Examiners: Dr A Baines  Dr D Lloyd
Dr Von der Haar  Dr M Smales

External Examiners

MSc Biotechnology and Bioengineering
Appointment: 01/01/14 to 31/12/17  Dr D Bracewell

MSc Cancer Biology
Appointment: 01/01/12 to 31/12/15  Professor Philip Blower

MSc Reproductive Medicine: Sciences & Ethics
Appointment: 01/01/14 to 31/12/17  Dr David Miller

MSc Science, Communication and Society
Appointment: 01/01/14 to 31/12/17  Dr Kay Yeoman

MSc Drug Design
Appointment: 01/01/14 to 31/12/17  Professor R E Hubbard
SCHOOL OF COMPUTING

Standard, Industrial Placement and International Masters variants of the following programmes:
MSc Computer Science / MSc Advanced Computer Science (Computational Intelligence) / MSc
Advanced Software Development / MSc Computer Security / MSc Future Computing / MSc Networks
and Security / MSc Computing and Entrepreneurship / MSc IT Consultancy

Chairperson: Dr PG Kenny
Examiners: Professor H Bowman Dr CG Johnson Dr PJ Rodgers
Mr D Butler Mr RD Eager Dr NS Ryan
Ms JE Carter Dr JC Hernandez-Castro Mr GEW Tripp
Professor DW Chadwick Dr AA Freitas Mr Ian Utting
Dr DF Chu Dr SM Kahrs Professor FZ Wang
Dr JS Crawford Dr AM King Dr K Welsh
Professor RE Jones Dr R de Lemos

External Examiners

MSc Computer Science / MSc Advanced Computer Science / Advanced Computer Science
(Computational Intelligence) / MSc Advanced Software Development / MSc Computer Security /
MSc Networks and Security / MSc Computing and Entrepreneurship / MSc IT Consultancy
Appointment: 01/01/11 to 31/12/14 Dr HC Purchase
Appointment: 01/01/2012 to 31/12/15 Professor SM Furnell

SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING AND DIGITAL ARTS

MSc Advanced Electronic Systems Engineering

Chairperson: Dr G Marcelli
Examiners: Dr NJ Gomes Dr X Yan
Dr G Lu Professor Y Yan
Professor SK Spurgeon

MSc Engineering with Finance

Chairperson: Dr G Marcelli
Examiners: Dr CS Ang Dr K Sirlantzis
Dr F Deravi Professor SK Spurgeon
P Lee L Van der Bijl

MSc Broadband and Mobile Communication Networks

Chairperson: Dr NJ Gomes
Examiners: Dr JC Batchelor Professor J Wang
Professor S Gao Dr PR Young
P Lee Dr H Zhu
Dr C Wang

MSc Information Security and Biometrics

Chairperson: Dr F Deravi
Examiners: Professor CD Chadwick Dr WGJ Howells
Professor MC Fairhurst Dr P Kenny
Dr FM Guest Mr P Lee
Dr J Hernandez-Castro Dr K Sirlantzis
Dr S Hoque
MSc Computer Animation / MSc Digital Visual Effects / MA Architectural Visualisation
Chairperson: Dr LT Walczowski
Examiners: Mr D Byers Brown
            H Griffin
            Mr SW Kelly

MSc Embedded Systems and Instrumentation
Chairperson: Mr Peter Lee
Examiners: Dr NJ Gomes
            SW Kelly
            Dr G Lu
            Dr G Marcelli
            Professor SK Spurgeon
            Dr X Yan
            Professor Y Yan

MSc Mobile Application Design
Chairperson: Dr LT Walczowski
Examiners: A Bobrowicz
            F Deravi

MSc Wireless Communications & Signal Processing
Chairperson: Dr NJ Gomes
Examiners: Dr JC Batchelor
            P Lee
            Professor J Wang
            Dr H Zhu

External Examiners

MA/MSc/PGDip Architectural Visualisation / Computer Animation / Digital Visual Effects
Appointment: 01/10/10 to 30/09/14  Mr S Hubbard

MSc/PGDip Broadband and Mobile Communication Networks / Wireless Communications & Signal Processing
Appointment: 01/01/14 to 31/12/17  Professor Z Sun

MSc/PGDip Embedded Systems and Instrumentation / Advanced Electronic Systems Engineering
Appointment: 01/01/14 to 31/12/17  Dr R I Grosvenor

MSC/PGDip Engineering with Finance
Appointment: 01/01/12 to 31/12/15  Dr T Di Matteo

MSC/PGDip Information Security and Biometrics
Appointment: 01/01/11 to 31/12/14  Dr J Mason

MSC/PGDip Mobile Application Design
Appointment: 01/01/12 to 31/12/15  Dr SL Smith

SCHOOL OF MATHEMATICS, STATISTICS, AND ACTUARIAL SCIENCE

PGDip Actuarial Science
Chairperson: Professor JD Millet
Examiners: Ms C Bellis
            Dr L Breuer
            Professor MS Brown
            Dr DJ Cole
            Mr M Heller
            Mr A James
            Dr A Kume
            Dr OD Lyne
            Mr P McQuire
            Dr P Tapadar
            Mrs L van der Bijl
            Dr X Wang
            Mr N Wood
MSc Statistics / Finance with Statistics

Chairperson: Professor JE Griffin
Examiners:
- Dr P Brain
- Dr L Breuer
- Dr PJ Brown
- Dr DJ Cole
- Professor J Griffin
- Dr F Leisen
- Dr OD Lyne
- Mr A James
- Dr M Kolossiatis
- Dr E Kong
- Dr A Kume
- Professor MS Ridout
- Dr DJ Cole
- Professor J Zhang

MSc Applied Actuarial Science

Chairperson: Professor JD Millet
Examiners:
- Dr D Alai
- Mr R Bevan
- Ms C Bellis
- Professor MS Brown
- Dr P Duffett
- Mr M Heller
- Mr A Jackson
- Mr A James
- Mr P McQuire
- Mrs V Srinivasan
- Mr P Tapadar
- Mr N Wood

MSc Mathematics and its Applications

Chairperson: Professor EL Mansfield
Examiners:
- Dr L Breuer
- Professor PA Clarkson
- Dr O Constantin
- Dr TC Dunning
- Professor P Fleischmann
- Professor ANW Hone
- Dr S Krusch
- Dr S Launois
- Dr B Lemmens
- Dr G Nagy
- Dr R Paget
- Dr C Roitzheim
- Professor S Salhi
- Dr RJ Shank
- Dr JP Wang
- Dr I Wood

MSc Finance Investment and Risk

Chairperson: Mrs L Van der Bijl
Examiners:
- Dr A Alexandridis
- Mr M Heller
- Mr A James
- Mr J Oberoi
- Dr P Tapadar
- Dr H Wang
- Mr N Wood

External Examiners

PGDip Actuarial Science
Appointment: 01/10/13 to 30/09/17  Professor Q Yao
Appointment: 01/10/11 to 30/09/15  Mr P Savill

MSc Applied Actuarial Science
Appointment: 01/01/12 to 31/12/15  Mr TJ Birse

MSc Finance, Investment and Risk
Appointment: 01/09/10 to 31/08/14  Keith Pilbeam

MSc Mathematics and its Applications
Appointment: 01/01/11 to 31/12/15  Jonathan JC Nimmo

MSc Statistics
Appointment: 01/10/10 to 30/09/14  Professor Dankmar Bohning
SCHOOL OF PHYSICAL SCIENCES

Postgraduate Taught – EuroMasters MSc Progression Board

**Chairperson:** Dr RE Benfield
**Examiners:**
- Dr ML Alfredsson
- Dr G Dobre
- Dr D Froebrich
- Dr SJ Gibson
- Dr S Lowry
- Dr J Miao
- Dr G Mountjoy
- Professor RJ Newport
- Dr M Price
- Dr J Quintanilla
- Professor P Strange
- Professor MD Smith
- Dr CJ Solomon
- Professor MJ Went

MSc Forensic Science Progression Board

**Chairperson:** Dr RE Benfield
**Examiners:**
- Dr ML Alfredsson
- Dr D Arnold
- Dr SCG Biagini
- Mr R Green
- Mr MR Johnson
- Professor MD Smith
- Professor MJ Went

External Examiners

MPhys Physics
Appointment: 01/10/10 to 30/09/14  Dr M Bruni
Appointment: 01/01/13 to 31/12/16  Professor J Yuan

MSc Forensic Science
Appointment: 01/01/13 to 31/12/16  Dr Ruth Morgan
Appointment: 01/10/10 to 30/09/14  Dr Robert A Jackson

GlaxoSmithKline Postgraduate Certificate in Professional Development
Appointment: 01/11/11 to 31/10/15  Dr Andrew Sutherland
Appointment 01/10/12 to 30/09/16  Dr S Wilson

MEDWAY SCHOOL OF PHARMACY

PGCert/PGDip General Pharmacy Practice

**Chairperson:** Linda Dodds
**Examiners:**
- Dr Shivaun Gammie
- Dan Lee
- Isobel Bailey

PGCert Independent and Supplementary Prescribing

**Chairperson:** Trudy Thomas
**Examiners:**
- Sarah Corlett
- Stuart Gill-Barnham
- Fiona Peniston-Bird

PGCert Pharmacotherapy

**Chairperson:** Trudy Thomas
**Examiners:**
- Dr Shivaun Gammie

MSc Medicines Management

**Chairperson:** Trudy Thomas
**Examiners:**
- Linda Dodds
MSc Applied Drug Discovery

Chairperson: Professor Yuri Ushkaryov
Examiners: Jerome Durodie
Dr Tara Ghafourian
Dr Tarlochan Gill
Dr Stephen Kelley
Dr Gurprit Lall
Dr Claire Peppiatt-Wildman
Dr Vadim Sumbayev
Dr Scott Wildman

External Examiners

MSc Applied Drug Discovery
Appointment: 01/09/12 to 31/08/16 Professor S Alexander

PGCert/PGDip General Pharmacy Practice
Appointment: 01/04/10 to 31/03/14 Mr Peter Rivers
Appointment: 01/01/13 to 31/12/16 Dr Charles Morecroft

PGCert Pharmacotherapy / MSc Medicines Management
Appointment: 01/01/13 to 31/08/16 Professor C Cutts

PGCert Supplementary Prescribing
Appointment: 01/01/12 to 31/12/15 Dr Maggi Banning
Appointment: 01/04/10 to 31/03/14 Mr Colin Waldock

SCHOOL OF SPORT & EXERCISE SCIENCES

MSc Sport Therapy and Rehabilitation

Chairperson: Dr James Hopker
Examiners: Dr Mark Burnley
Kyra De Coninck
Dr Glen Davison
Dr John Dickinson
Lucy Hale
Dr Karen Hambly
Sadie Jones
Dr Lex Mauger
Dr Carla Meijen
Dr Sakis Pappous
Dr Samantha Winter

External Examiners

MSc Sports Therapy and Rehabilitation
Appointment: 01/02/10 to 31/12/14 Mr Robert Walsh

MSc/PGCert/PGDip Strategic Leadership & Medical Education at KSS Deanery
Appointment: 01/02/11 to 31/01/15 Dr M Bewick